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You Have [[DaysUntilFeature]] Days to
Unravel Your Dreams and Invite Wealth
into Your Life before the [[theMoon]]

Dear [[Forecast10]],

    Have you ever wondered what your life would be like if you only ever
did exactly what was best for you? I knew a millionaire who told me that
every morning he went to his office for only one hour. Within that hour he
made some phone calls, wrote a few emails, and shot off some letters-only
one hour a day to maintain a large and successful company. He was focused,
deliberate, instinctive -- and as I mentioned, fabulously wealthy!

    [[Forecast10]], you too, like my millionaire friend, can spend your
days doing only what you want only when it's good for you. And when I
consulted your charts, I was delighted to discover that your personal path
to this kind of sublime freedom will be revealed in your dreams during the
powerfully energized period before the [[theMoon]]. Answers will surface in
your conscious life like dazzling keys to your future wealth and personal
accomplishments.

    All this is possible with the legendary and beautiful Dream Catcher - a
powerful spiritual tool that works like a net to capture dreams so you can
use them to soar to heights of success you never believed possible!
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Sterling Silver Encased in 24K Gold

The Legacy and Legend Behind the Dream Catcher...

    The history of the Dream Catcher can be traced to the Native American
Ojibway Chippewa tribe. These mystical instruments were woven for newborn
children by their grandparents who then hung them above the cradleboard to
give the infants peaceful, harmonious dreams. The tribal elders knew that
the night air is filled with magic!

    The Ojibway believe that beautiful dreams will find their way to the
deserving dreamer. And the slightest movement of the Dream Catcher's
feathers, indicate the passage of yet another good dream. Bad dreams are
likewise trapped in this spiritual net and then evaporated by the sun like
the morning dew.
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    Dream Catchers were originally made of red willow gathered in the early
spring when its color was brightest. Feathers were added so that the
parents could see the good dreams slipping down the softness of the
feathers. The web was made of nettle-stalk fiber and dyed red with the
inner bark of the wild plum tree. But the Dream Catcher that I bring to you
has been handcrafted from stronger, and more precious materials.

    Gold Vermeil Over Pure Sterling Silver makes your Dream Catcher a
beautiful and valuable talisman.

    A Silver bead rests in the delicate dream-catching web, and a gold, red
and clear Cubic Zirconium crystal have been arranged to imbue a final
magical touch.

It's Time To Let the Dream Catcher Turn Your Dreams into Gold,
[[Forecast10]]

    Being born under [[AstSign]], on a [[Birthday:WW]], has made you by
nature an intuitive individual, so why waste another moment? It's time to
heed your dreams and achieve your potential so you can live in luxury and
serenity at last.

    There's a path for each of us. And when we're on the right road it
feels so fitting that we inherit a surefootedness and confidence that can
only come from trusting that you know just where you're going. Trust your
instincts [[Forecast10]], and your path will be illuminated with such
brightness that it will be hard for you to take a wrong step.

"Follow your bliss and doors will open where there were no 
doors before."
                      - Mythologist, Joseph Campbell

    The inner commitment to be true to ourselves and follow our dreams is
what enables us to find our way in the universe. Indeed the universe itself
is like one vast Dream Catcher as spectacularly positive energy
reverberates through space.

Dreams Are the Language of Our Unconscious

    Jung, the great psychiatrist who spent his life studying dreams,
realized that dreams were the way our unconscious communicated with the
conscious part of ourselves in order to bring something important to our
notice; our deepest desires, fears, and inherent qualities.

    You, my friend, don't need to spend your life analyzing your
unconscious, you want to live, and in a way that enriches you and brings
you abundance and prosperity. But unless you realize what your dreams are
trying to tell you, you'll overlook the million dazzling keys that can open
the door to a life of happiness and wealth.

Let Your Dreams Be Signposts that Show You the Way

    Whether or not you remember your dreams, or even pay much attention to
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them, they contain important information. They cast the light of truth on
what has happened or is presently occurring in our lives, and thus provide
insights into the future. In fact, along these lines, in ancient cultures
dreams were said to be messages from the gods.

    Everyone dreams, but some people are lucky enough to have their dreams
nurtured and encouraged. For others, the dream is so all-consuming and
powerful that it becomes a reality simply because it must, (I'm thinking of
Beethoven who overcame incredible odds to become one of the greatest
composers of our time).

    I know that as a child you had many dreams too, [[Forecast10]]. You had
a good sense of who you were, and you expected something different from
life. Then people tried to steer you away from your dreams; parents,
teachers, people who thought they had your best interests at heart. Your
dreams became buried inside you and their glittering brilliance was dulled.

    The Dream Catcher is precisely the instrument that makes important
dreams accessible...

    The Dream Catcher will allow you to take control of your dream life, so
that only the good dreams surface in your conscious life. I know for a fact
that once we concentrate on our dreams, or at least think about them a
little more, we remember more. Clues emerge, solutions to predicaments and
problems that we thought we had dissolve in the clear light of day.

    I know how busy you are, [[Forecast10]], and it's very hard to find the
time to recapture the disjointed images that occurred throughout the night.
This is the job of the Dream Catcher, and once you put it to work it will
change your life.

Reclaim the Dreams that Belong To You Before the [[theMoon]]

    It's the moon that governs night and
sleep, which is why the moon plays such a
significant role in activating the Dream
Catcher. A [[theMoon]] is symbolic of great
success, and personal transformations. By
wearing your Dream Catcher before and
during the [[theMoon]] you are aligning
yourself not only with the world of the
unconscious, but also with the most
powerful of Lunar forces.

Here's How to Activate Your Dream Catcher, [[Forecast10]]

    When your Dream Catcher arrives, I want you to take it into the privacy
of your bedroom. Hold it in the palm of your hand, and try to clear your
mind of all concerns. Next, imagine a vast expanse of deep blue sky. Fill
this blue space with all the things you want in your life... wealth, peace
of mind, and love.

    The Dream Catcher initiation is really introducing a more intimate
dialogue between your conscious and unconscious. Even though your dream
life already knows what you want, now you have to relay this to the waking
you. Remember there's no one to censor you. You're an adult and your life
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belongs to you. We only have one life and it can be as wondrous and special
as you want it to be.

    Once you've initiated your Dream Catcher, you'll begin to notice
positive changes -- first in small things and later in major things.
Success and wealth will begin to spill into your life as your dreams begin
to inform your actions, enhancing your every move and thought with a
confidence and authenticity.

    And to make your journey to abundance even easier, I want to give you 3
FREE Gifts to compliment the Dream Catcher Talisman...

 
 

For your FIRST FREE GIFT I'm sending
you a delicate pure sterling silver
chain encased in pure gold. This way
your dream catcher talisman can be
close to you at all times.

 

 

 

For your SECOND FREE GIFT please
accept this beautiful velvet
presentation box in which you can
safely cherish and protect your Dream
Catcher Talisman.

 

 

 

For your THIRD FREE GIFT I've
included a detailed Compendium that
will bring you even more knowledge
about the legend and history of your
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Dream Catcher.

    From the bottom of my heart I want you to have a happy and successful
life. Let the Dream Catcher be the instrument for your transformation. Live
your life in the marvelous way only you can. You are a unique individual
and I want your dreams to light up you life with success and wealth. It's
what you deserve... so I'm going to send all of this to you for just
$[[Cost]] for shipping and handling without any commitment whatsoever.

    If and only if, after 30 days you choose to keep this very special
charm necklace, you'll be billed for [[numberOfPayment]] easy installments
of only $[[recurPayment]].

    [[Forecast10]], it's a known truth that with each action comes a
reaction. That's why it is of supreme importance to filter out the
negativity and let your aura glow bold and bright. This is the way that
you'll attract an abundance of equal positive energy.

 

 

    Your friend and advisor,
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If you no longer wish to receive any emails from me, you may click on the
link below. But by doing this, [[Forecast10]], it means that I will not be
able to send you exclusive opportunities for proposals and sales or
important updates on astrological events and how they'll affect you. To
follow good Internet etiquette, once you've asked to be deleted from one
kind of email from me, I'm required to stop contacting you entirely. So,
[[Forecast10]], if you wish to no longer receive any emails from me, simply
click here or send a letter to me at 167 Cherry St. PMB 292, Milford CT
06460-3400.

[[elseif EmailID = 14120]]
    [[Forecast10]], you have [[DaysUntilFeature]] days to unravel your
dreams and invite wealth into your life before the [[theMoon]]...click here
to learn more. Please don't hesitate.

 

Bethea
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